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Abstract
Molecular dynamics simulations are used to determine how a dissolved species alters the transport
properties of a silicate melt. To identify the specific factors that affect the transport properties, we
examine the effects of generic dissolved species for which the atomic interaction parameters can be
systematically varied. We focus on the role of the size and charge of the dissolved species. Our results
show that neutral dissolved species have negligible effects on the structure and bonding of the silica
network, regardless of the size of the species. These neutral species are decoupled from the network,
and can diffuse orders of magnitude faster than the network ions. In contrast, charged species strongly
disrupt the silica network, which leads to significant enhancement of the transport properties (e.g.,
lower viscosity and higher diffusivity of the network ions). The effects of the charged dissolved species are strongly dependent on their size.
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Introduction

Computational methods

The transport properties of silicate melts are strongly dependent on seemingly minor changes in composition. For example,
when a silica-rich melt is mixed with just several weight percent
of another oxide (e.g., MgO, Na2O, etc.) or a volatile species (e.g.,
H2O, F, CO2, noble gases), the melt viscosity can be reduced
by several orders of magnitude (Giordano and Dingwell 2003;
Hui and Zhang 2007). Furthermore, the diffusivities of volatiles
dissolved in a silicate melt can be many orders of magnitude
greater than the diffusivities of the silicate ions, and can depend
strongly on volatile concentration (Watson 1994). A detailed
understanding of the compositional controls on the transport
properties of silicate melts, and their relationship to changes in
melt structure, is crucial for extrapolating melt property data to
natural conditions and for understanding the diverse behaviors
of magmas (Mysen 1988).
We use a novel simulation approach to elucidate the physical factors that underlie these changes in transport properties.
Most studies aim to simulate accurately the properties of real
systems, with interactions among atoms governed by empirically calibrated force fields (Lacks and Van Orman 2007; Ben
Martin et al. 2009) or by ab initio treatments of the electronic
structure (de Koker et al. 2008; Zhang et al. 2009). Here, our
goal is not to address the properties of a particular system, but
instead to gain insight into the fundamental roles of the size
and charge of dissolved species on the transport properties of
silicate melts. For this purpose, we examine “generic” dissolved
species rather than actual chemical species so that we can vary
their radii continuously without simultaneously varying other
atomic properties.

Molecular dynamics simulations are carried out for systems with silicon and O
atoms as well as “generic” atoms that represent other dissolved species. Molecular
dynamics simulations involve the numerical integration of Newton’s laws of motion
(usually modified to impose constant temperature and pressure) for the atoms in the
system, which interact through specified forces (Allen and Tildesley 1989).
The silicon and O atoms interact through the widely used BKS force field for
silica (van Beest et al. 1990), modified in two ways: (1) a steep repulsive wall,
which is significant only at short interatomic distances, is added to the interatomic
potential to prevent nonphysical behavior inherent in the original BKS potential at
short distances (Saika-Voivod et al. 2001); and (2) the non-coulombic potential is
truncated at 5.5 Å and shifted in energy such that the energy is continuous at this
cutoff distance (Horbach and Kob 1999), which leads to densities in better agreement with experiment and also reduces the computational burden of the simulations.
While the non-coulombic forces are discontinuous at the cutoff distance, these
forces are small in magnitude and the effect of the discontinuity is not significant.
The generic atoms interact with all other atoms (e.g., silicon, oxygen and other
generic atoms) via the potential:
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where rij is the distance between atoms i and j, ε = 1 kcal/mol, σ is a constant that
sets the size of the generic atom, and qi is the charge of atom i. Note that σ has
a common value for all types of interactions, i.e., with silicon, oxygen and other
generic atoms. This common value is used to minimize the number of parameters
characterizing the generic atom. The masses of the generic atoms are set at 30 g/mol,
which is an arbitrary value with the appropriate order of magnitude for the dissolved species of interest; note that variations in mass have only a small influence
on diffusion properties at the conditions of interest.
The simulations are carried out in a cubic simulation cell with periodic
boundary conditions, in systems including 666 silicon atoms, 1332 O atoms, and
74 “generic” atoms. The system is initially held at zero pressure, to determine the
zero-pressure volume of the system, and the remainder of the simulation is carried
out at constant volume, at the appropriate zero-pressure volume. The simulations are
carried out with the LAMMPS molecular simulation software (Plimpton 1995).
The viscosity, ηxy, is calculated from the Green-Kubo relation (Allen and
Tildesley 1989), which involves the integral over time of the stress autocorrelation function for the off-diagonal components of the pressure tensor. Ensemble
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